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Objects hard to be detected

Smooth slope Smooth round objects

Directions of sensors  1
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SENSOR INSTALLATION DIAGRAM
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External adhesive installation

Fix the position of sensor, and no obstacle should be found at 90  from 
top  view, otherwise the system would mis-alarm.

Internal

External

Directions of sensors  1

Vertical installation position to the ground Slopng installation position to the ground

Various internal & external streamline sensor available 



INSTALLATION TOOLS

ADVISED POSITION TO INSTALL THE SENSORS

A B C D

4.DRILLING

2.SELECT DRILLING POSITION FOR A & D

3.SELECT DRILLING POSITION FOR SENSOR B & C 

A
D

A

B

D

A

1. 4 drilled holes(A.B.C.D) should
     be under the same line

2.0.5 - 0.8m vertically high to the
    ground, 0.55m suggested

3.Vertical, tidy surface is preferred

A.Choose suitable drilling 
    position for A & D sensor 
    with relevant mark

B.To perform the best detecting angle, 
    select the position for A & D sensor 
    with 8 - 13cm away from the side, 
   11cm is suggested

A. Measure the distance between 
     sensor A & D, get the result “L”

B.Mark sensor B & C for every 
   1/3 “L” interval

A.Drill with a small awl to locate B.Dril with the original driller



5.SENSOR INSTALLATION

探头

6.OTHER INSTALLATION

Turn off the 3M sticker

1.5m

7.SENSOR DETECTING

PARKING SENSORH-101

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MAIN FEATURES

SENSOR

Spare tire & hook free function 

Maximum detecting distance adjustable

Indication tone optional at the initial working

0.2m detecting distance minishing function optional while there is spare tire or hook

Max.speed limitation set-up function(optional)

Digital LED display

Simulated bar display direction indicator

"BiBi" alarm sound

Check and display the temperature inside the car

Alarm sound adjustable(H,L,OFF)

Operating voltage: 9 ～ 16V DC

Rated voltage: 12V DC

Rated current: 30 ～ 180mA 

Ultrasonic frequency: 40KHz

Working temperature: - 30 ～ +70℃

Storage temperature: - 40 ～ +85℃

Temperature displaying range: - 30 ～ +70℃

ROTARY SWITCH FUNCTION

Switch D1      Switch D2                Max. detecting distance of sensor A & D

OFF OFF     1.5m

OFF ON 1.2m

ON OFF 0.9m

ON ON 0.6m

OFF OFF     1.5m

OFF ON 1.2m

ON OFF 0.9m

ON ON 0.6m

A.sensor with metal slice must 
    be up & down installed. Left 
    & right installation is not 
    recommended

B. hide the wires in order under 
     the indication of the repair
     technician

Display installed at a place 
where easy to be seen

Hide the temperature 
sensor inside the car 

Temperature 
sensor

Digital control box is installed
inside the carriage, no heat, no 
wet, no spatter, no vibration, 
no interfernce

Switch D1 and D2 used to control the max. detecting distance of sensor A & D.
 (Remark: the min. detecting distance is 0.3m) 

Switch D3 and D4 used to control the max. detecting distance of sensor B & C.
 (Remark: the min. detecting distance is 0.3m) 

Switch D3      Switch D4                Max. detecting distance of sensor B & C

H-101 parking system consists of ultrasonic sensors, digital control box and LED display.
This system detects the distance between the car and rear obstruction by ultrasonic sen-
sors installed at the rear bumper of car. The distance will be displayed in an innovative mode 
with the special designed LED, numberic  display and step-up sounds, which will be 
changed according to the actual positions of detected obstruction so that t he driver could 
judge the distance and avoid accident.



1. Adjust the directions of the sensor and the axial orientation, neaten the wire after sensor installation

2. Wire of control box: red — “ACC”, black — “ground”, white — “reversing signal”, yellow — “speed 

signal”. Well connected the wire between control box and display, keep the sensor disconnect.

3. Start the car, inside temperature showing in the display

4. Start the car in reversing gear, the reversing light turning on. Insert a sensor to the control box, if 

there is  no obstacle in front and  the display showing”.”, that means that the system is working 

normally. People should be detected normally if standing within 1m ahead. Pull out the sensor and test 

other sensors the same way. After testing, connect 4 sensors to corresponding ports of the control box.

5. Start the car in reversing gear, set us an obstacle behind to make the system on alarming status. 

Press the switch on the display to adjust the volume or turn off to mute. Pay attention to the following 

during the installation and adjustment of sensors:

a. If the system beeps as “Bi...” after one sensor connected, please check whether there is any 

obstacles around it, or the sensor is fixed too tight or close to great interference source(such as vent-

pipe, wires);

b. If the system beeps as “Bi... Bi...” and there is no obstacles around it, the sensor may detect the 

ground  or some outshoots of the car(such as registration mark etc.), please check the directions of the 

sensor and axes;

c. If the sensor couldn’t work properly after the above mentioned handling, the sensor can be regarded 

defective, or unmatch with the control box. The system should be replaced.

d. Please pay attention to the mark of the sensor like A.B.C.D while connecting to control box. The 

mark on the sensor should be corresponding to the mark on the control box. 

e. If the distance from the obstacle to the car is <0.3m, it will show “0.0” in the display (but not 0.2/0.1m) 

to warn the driver to stop the car.

The max. speed limitation setting up of the system:

    If the real speed is exceeding the set max. speed,  the system wouldn’t alarm to any obstacles 

    no matter the system is on reversing status; If the real speed is under the set max. speed and 

    the system is on reversing status, it will alarm if there is obstacle.

The operation of setting up the max. speed is as below:

    Connect all the wires according to the “WIRING DIAGRAM”, start the car in reversing gear and 

    proceed with a speed. Then press the button inside the small hole on the display, the system will 

record the speed and regard it is the max. speed.

   The function is optional, if it is not needed, the yellow signal wire of the control box can be 

   disconnected to the speed signal of the car, and the working system is not concerned with the    

speed.
   

4.Switch D6 used to choose if the distance in the distance in the display has minimized 0.2m to
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INSTALLATION AND TEST

INSTALLATION STEPS

1.Choose right installation position for sensors

2. Select drilling position for sensor A & D

3. Select drilling position for sensor B & C

4. Locate the position and drill

5. Install the sensors and hide wires

6. Install the display

7. Install the control box

NOTE

3. Switch D5 used to choose Turn NO/OFF of the initial indication tone

 System corresponding function

system enterring into reversing,no indication tone
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Min.obstacle distance(m)

When switch D6 is at the position "OFF”, the corresponding data for alarm mode and distance

Stage Digital display(m)       

1. The car must be in power-off, during the installation of the system
2. Its performance may be affected in following situation: heavy rain, gravel road, bumpy 
    road, sloping road and bush, very cold, hot or moist weather, or  the sensor is covered 
    by snow. ice etc.
3. Switches among ultrasonic, electric wave, DC & AC  and those among 24V, 12V 
    voltages may also effects its performance.
4. The sensors should be installed appropriate loose or tight.
5. Its performance will be effected if the sensors are fixed on metallic bumper.
6. Avoid installing the digital control box in places of great interference, such as vent-pipe,
    wiring nearby.
7. Test the system to make sure it works normally before using.
8. This system is a reversing aid and the manufacturer will take no responsibility for any 
    accidents caused after the kit is installed.

control box system enterring into reversing mode, the buzzer beep 2 times to  

 the real distance.(Remark: if there is no spare tire or hook, turn the switch D6 on “OFF” status)

the distance in the display is the same as the real distance

 system corresponding function

the distance in the display is 0.2m less than the real distance

indicate the system is working normally
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